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What We Already Know about This Topic 

• The most appropriate ratio of anesthesiologists to providers 
would avoid lapses of supervision during critical portions of 
anesthetic cases. A simulation study suggested this occurs 
most commonly with simultaneous first starts. 

What This Article Tells Us That Is New 

• In a review of 1 yr of data from a tertiary hospital, lapses 
occurred commonly during first-case starts even with a 1:2 
supervision ratio. 

• These data suggest that either staggered starts or additional 
anesthesiologists working at the start of the day would be 
needed to reduce lapses during critical periods. 

ABSTRACT 

Background: Anesthesia groups may wish to decrease the 
supervision ratio for nontrainee providers. Because hospitals of-
fer many first-case starts and focus on starting these cases on 
time, the number of anesthesiologists needed is sensitive to this 
ratio. The number of operating rooms that an anesthesiologist 
can supervise concurrently is determined by the probability of 
multiple simultaneous critical portions of cases (i.e., requiring 
presence) and the availability of cross-coverage. A simulation 
study showed peak occurrence of critical portions during first 
cases, and frequent supervision lapses. These predictions were 
tested using real data from an anesthesia information manage-
ment system. 
Methods: The timing and duration of critical portions of 
cases were determined from 1 yr of data at a tertiary care 
hospital. The percentages of days with at least one supervi-
sion lapse occurring at supervision ratios between 1:1 and 1:3 
were determined. 
Results: Even at a supervision ratio of 1:2, lapses occurred on 
35% of days (lower 95% confidence limit � 30%). The peak 
incidence occurred before 8:00 AM, P � 0.0001 for the hypoth-
esis that most (i.e., �50%) lapses occurred before this time. The 
average time from operating room entry until ready for prep-
ping and draping (i.e., anesthesia release time) during first case 
starts was 22.2 min (95% confidence interval 21.8–22.8 min). 
Conclusions: Decreasing the supervision ratio from 1:2 to 
1:3 has a large effect on supervision lapses during first-case 

starts. To mitigate such lapses, either staggered starts or ad-
ditional anesthesiologists working at the start of the day 
would be required. 

A NESTHESIOLOGISTS often function in anesthesia 
care teams (e.g., supervising concurrently two or more 

certified registered nurse anesthetists).1–7 Many anesthesia 
groups perceive an incentive to decrease their supervision 
ratio.8 –10 Because a ratio lower than 1:2 does not satisfy 
accreditation requirements of the American College of Grad-
uate Medical Education, ratios lower than 1:2 apply to nurse 
anesthetists, not anesthesia residents.‡ Because many hospi-
tals focus on tardiness of first-case starts11,12and offer many 
such starts,13–16 anesthesiologist staffing is sensitive to the 
supervision ratio. 

‡ ACGME Program Requirements for Graduate Medical Education 
in Anesthesiology. Available at: http://www.acgme.org/acWebsite/ 
downloads/RRC_progReq/040_anesthesiology_07012008_u03102008. 
pdf. Accessed December 7, 2011. 

The number of operating rooms (ORs) that an anesthe-
siologist can supervise is limited by the probability of occur-
rence of two or more simultaneous events (i.e., critical por-
tions) requiring either physical presence or a time-sensitive, 
nonpreemptive interaction. The probability of supervision 
lapses is also influenced by the availability of other anesthe-
siologists to cross-cover. The consequence might be limited 
to a case delay, but patient safety could be affected when 
there are coincident critical physiologic events. 

In the United States, invoicing Medicare for professional 
anesthesia services requires that the anesthesiologist “person-
ally participates in the most demanding procedures in the 
anesthesia plan, including induction and emergence, where 
indicated.”§ However, to reduce the risk of substandard 

§ CMS Manual System, Pub 100 –04 Medicare Claims Processing, 
Transmittal 1324 Available at: https://www.cms.gov/transmittals/ 
downloads/R1324CP.PDF. Accessed December 7, 2011. 
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care,17 many institutions do not reveal patient insurance in-
formation. Consequently, all patients are supervised in ac-
cordance with Medicare rules. Furthermore, anesthesiolo-
gists’ time before induction likely will increase from 
implementation of the World Health Organization surgical 
safety checklist.18 

Paoletti and Marty19 used simulation to estimate the risk 
of a supervision lapse in surgical suites with various numbers 
of ORs (2–18) performing a mix of elective cases of various 
durations (0.8 –4.5 h) and a range of anesthesiologist super-
vision ratios (1:1, 1:2, 1:3). Their model parameters were 
based on data from several French hospitals. The simulated 
risk of a supervision lapse peaked at the start of the day. Risks 
ranged from 14% to 87% for inability to supervise all critical 
portions of cases at a 1:2 ratio, depending on case length 
(higher with shorter cases) and the size of the suite (lower 
with more ORs). Increasing the supervision ratio to 1:3 
markedly increased the risk. Providing an unassigned 
“floater” anesthesiologist greatly reduced the risk. 

We explored predictions of the French simulation study 
using real data captured from an anesthesia information 
management system to determine the incidence and timing 
of simultaneous critical portions of cases. 

Our first hypothesis was that, as predicted,19 on one-third 
of days, there would be supervision lapses even with a super-
vision ratio of 1:2. 

Our second hypothesis was that, as predicted,19 the peak 
incidence of supervision lapses occurred at the start of the day 
(e.g., not during lunch breaks). If true, a supervision ratio less 
than 1:2 would require an increase in first-case start delays; 
first-case starts staggered sufficiently to allow the later first 
case to start on schedule20; additional anesthesiologists avail-
able at the start of the day; or anesthesiologists not present for 
all critical portions of cases. 

If the first and second hypotheses were true, then the mean 
anesthesia release time would determine the average delay when 
two patients, supervised by the same anesthesiologist, were si-
multaneously ready for induction and all other anesthesiologists 
were occupied. We previously published how to use such mean 
times for anesthesia group economic analyses of first-case 
starts.12,13 

Our third hypothesis was that anesthesia release times for 
first-case starts would average 22 min, in the midrange of 
values determined at Yale-New Haven Hospital.21 

Materials and Methods 

After Thomas Jefferson University Institutional Review 
Board (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) approval with waiver of 
informed consent, we reviewed all 15,656 records in the 
hospital’s anesthesia information management system on 

nonholiday weekdays between May 3, 2010 and May 1, 
2011� that took place in the 24 ORs comprising the two 
largest surgical suites. Inpatient and outpatient procedures 
are performed in these suites, but not cardiac surgery or 
diagnostic gastrointestinal procedures. The times of events 
and descriptive information listed in table 1 were obtained. 
Heart rate, oxygen saturation, and invasive and noninvasive 
blood pressure values were retrieved from the anesthesia in-
formation management system database, recorded at 1-min 
intervals. Actual room locations where procedures took place 
were determined as previously described.22 

� The data interval was selected to allow binning by 13 4-week 
periods and to include a representative sample of anesthesia resi-
dents at all levels of training. A year of data was required to produce 
a confidence interval of 1 min, making survey methods to determine 
the anesthesia release time impractical. 

We considered the anesthesia providers (i.e., those indi-
viduals delivering direct anesthesia care) to be busy during 
the interval from the beginning to the end of anesthesia. The 
duration of breaks and lunch relief was considered as the 
interval from the documented start of the break to the doc-
umented end of the break, or lasting the mean duration of 
documented breaks if only the start time of the break was 
recorded in the anesthesia information management system, 
which is typical practice (72% of cases) for our providers. 
Where the end time of the break was not documented, the 
mean lunch break duration (30 min, based on 1,998 docu-
mented breaks) was substituted (presumed for breaks occur-
ring between 11:00 AM and 1:30 PM, which is when lunch is 
offered). For breaks outside this period with a missing end 
time, the duration was set at the mean duration of such 
breaks (i.e., 15 min, based on 2,776 documented breaks). 

Each day was divided into 1,440 1-min intervals, during 
each of which the total number of providers who were busy 
was determined. We considered anesthesiologists to be oc-
cupied in tasks that cannot be preempted (i.e., unable to 
leave the patient being cared for) during the periods listed 
in table 2. For each day, the number of anesthesiologists 
who were occupied as specified was determined during 
each 1-min interval. 

Table 3 lists the physiologic events (hypoxemia, hypoten-
sion, and hypertension) considered critical portions of cases. 
The physiologic event definitions were based on published 
manuscripts demonstrating adverse outcomes and represent 
prolonged alarm conditions, as opposed to transient or false 
alarms. The duration of each such event corresponded to 
when the threshold for the critical event occurred (e.g., after 
10 min with systolic blood pressure less than 70 mmHg), 
until when the alarm trigger no longer was in effect (e.g., 
systolic blood pressure �70 mmHg). The events we in-
cluded deliberately underestimated the critical portions of 
cases to take a conservative approach with respect to the 
incidence of supervision lapses, increasing the chance of re-
jecting Hypothesis 1 (discussed in the Statistical Methods 
section). For example, a blood pressure of 220/140 lasting 20 
min during a case scheduled for 1 h was not classified as a 
critical physiologic event in our analysis, although such in-
stances would almost certainly trigger a call to the supervising 
anesthesiologist. The same goes for a systolic blood pressure 
of 75 in a patient undergoing carotid endarterectomy, or a 
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progressive drop in oxygen saturation measured by pulse oxi-
metry from 100% to 90% in a patient undergoing robotic 
prostatectomy. Our approach was also conservative because 
there are other physiologic perturbations where the anesthe-
siologist would likely be notified that we did not include 
(e.g., ST segment depression, hypercapnia not responding to 
an increase in minute ventilation, or runs of supraventricular 
tachycardia). In addition, we did not include “false alarm” 
conditions (e.g., disconnection of an electrocardiogram 
electrode, kinking of the blood pressure tubing, or plug-

ging of the capnograph sampling tubing) that may gener-
ate a call to the attending to help troubleshoot and/or 
resolve the problem. 

For each minute of the day, we determined the total num-
ber of critical portions of cases that occurred simultaneously 
(fig. 1). For example, if at 8:40 AM there was a patient being 
extubated, a patient ready for induction of general anesthe-
sia, and a patient with hypoxemia due to severe bronchos-
pasm, there would be three critical portions of cases in the 
interval from 8:40:00 AM to 8:40:59 AM. Consequently, the 
total number of providers needed would equal the number of 
ORs with cases running plus three anesthesiologists. 

Table 1. Data Obtained from Cases 

Definition Event 

Start time of continuous presence 
of the anesthesia care provider 

Anesthesia begin 

Handoff time of the patient to the 
recovery room or intensive care 
unit nurse 

Anesthesia end 

Time patient entered the out-of-
OR location if a neuraxial or 
regional anesthetic was 
performed in this location prior 
to entering the OR 

Enter block room 

Time when the patient left the 
out-of-OR location, if applicable 

Leave block room 

Time when the patient stretcher 
entered the OR 

Enter the OR 

Time when the patient stretcher 
left the OR 

Leave the OR 

Time when the patient was turned 
over to the surgical team for 
prepping and draping 

Anesthesia release 

Time of insertion of the tracheal 
tube, laryngeal mask airway, or 
other airway device for patient 
ventilation 

Intubation 

Time that surgery began Surgery begin 
Time that surgery ended Surgery end 
Time when patient was turned from 

supine to prone, or vice versa 
Position change 

Time when a brief break or lunch 
relief started 

Break/lunch start 

Time when a brief break or lunch 
relief ended 

Break/lunch end 

Time when an arterial or central 
venous catheter was placed 

Invasive line 
placement 

Where surgery was performed Case location 
Time reserved in the OR 

scheduling system for the case 
Scheduled case 

duration 
Recorded in years Patient age 
Intravenous, including emergency 

category 
ASA physical 

status 
General, neuraxial, regional, 

converted to general, 
monitored anesthesia care 

Type of anesthesia 

True if the patient entered the OR 
prior to 8:00 AM 

First-case start 

ASA � American Society of Anesthesiologists; OR � operating 
room. 

Statistical Methods 
Hypothesis 1. For each minute of each workday excluding 
Thursdays, the running minimum number of anesthesia pro-
viders during overlapping 5 min was calculated (i.e., to de-
termine the number of ORs with cases). Thursdays were 
excluded because the OR starts 1 h later on this day and we 
were assessing supervision as a function of time of day. Over 
the same overlapping intervals, the minimum number of 
simultaneous critical portions of cases was calculated (i.e., to  
determine the number of anesthesiologists needed). For each 
workday, the number of ORs was calculated as the maximum 
of the running minimums of the number of simultaneous 
providers. The number of anesthesiologists needed daily was 
the maximum of the running minimums of simultaneous 
critical portions of cases. The ratio of the number of ORs to 
number of anesthesiologists needed was then calculated for 
each day. This was most commonly simply 24 ORs di-
vided by the maximum number of anesthesiologists 
needed for at least 5 min. For hypothetical ratios from 1.0 
to 3.0 (i.e., one anesthesiologist supervising from one to 
three ORs), the percentage of workdays for which the 
daily ratio was smaller was calculated. The use of overlap-
ping 5-min intervals deliberately resulted in underestima-
tion of this ratio (i.e., increasing the chance of rejecting 
Hypothesis 1). For the ratio of 2.0, the lower 95% confi-
dence limit was calculated for the percentage of workdays 
for which at least one supervision lapse would have oc-
curred. The 95% confidence interval (CI) was calculated 
using the method of Blyth-Still-Casella (StatXact-9, Cytel 
Software Corporation, Cambridge, MA). 
Hypothesis 2. For each minute of each of the 202 workdays, 
excluding Thursdays, the total number of providers needed 
was calculated � provider in the operating room � anesthe-
siologist (if a critical portion of a case occurred) � and person 
on break (if applicable). Next, for each workday, the minute 
of the day with the largest total number of providers was 
calculated. That minute was then classified as “first case” if it 
occurred at 8:00 AM or earlier, otherwise “morning” if before 
10:56 AM, otherwise “lunch” if before 1:31 PM, and otherwise 
“afternoon.” We calculated the percentage of days for which 
a minute at or before 8:00 AM had the largest total number of 
providers for the day, along with the 95% lower confidence 
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limit. We tested whether the percentage exceeded half (i.e., 
most) of the days. The calculations were performed twice, 
once with ties for the time of the day being assigned to the 

earlier time of day and once to the later time of day. For 
example, if the daily maximum of 35 anesthesia providers 
were needed on a day both at 7:58 AM and at 8:02 AM, then 
first the maximum would be attributed to the 7:58 AM “first 
case” and next attributed to the 8:02 AM “morning.” The 
calculations were also repeated using anesthesiologists’ criti-
cal portions instead of the total number of providers needed. 

Table 2. Tasks Considered as Critical Portions of the Anesthetic 

Event Start End Rational 

Induction of GA Enter the OR Intubation or 
equivalent � 3 min 

Participate in the preoperative briefing 
along with the surgeon, supervise 
induction of general anesthesia and 
securing of airway, check patient 
positioning 

Postincision after regional 
or neuraxial block 

Surgical incision Surgical incision � 2 min If block is inadequate, general anesthesia 
will be needed 

Invasive line placement 
following induction of GA 

Intubation Until first physiologic data 
are recorded in the 
AIMS from the invasive 
line 

Regulatory requirements related to billing 
for invasive lines 

Turning patient between 
supine and prone 

Position change 
time: 3 min 

Position change time � 5 
min (supine to prone) or 
3 min (prone to supine) 

Watch lines and airway to ensure that they 
do not become dislodged during the flip, 
ensure safe positioning following the flip. 
Prone positioning is more involved that 
returning patient to the supine position, 
so extra time was allocated 

Neuraxial block supervision 
prior to entering the OR 

Enter the OR– 
11 min* 

Enter the OR Participate in the timeout and supervise 
the block 

Neuraxial block after 
entering the OR 

Enter the OR Enter the OR � 11 min* Participate in the timeout and supervise 
the block 

Regional block for 
postoperative analgesia 
placed in block room 

Enter the OR Enter the OR: 24 min† Participate in the timeout and supervise 
the block 

Emergence from GA Extubation time Extubation time � 3 min Assess readiness for extubation, assess 
adequate ventilation after extubation 

* Mean time from entering the block room to documentation that the spinal or epidural had been placed was 11 min, SD � 9 min (n � 
1,759). † Mean time from entering the block room to documentation that the regional block was placed was 23.8 min, SD � 21.8 min 
(n � 962). 
AIMS � anesthesia information management system; GA � general anesthesia; OR � operating room. 

Table 3. Evidence-based Physiologic Events 
Considered as Critical Portions of Cases 

Event Definition Reference 

Hypoxemia SpO2�90% for 2 min Ehrenfeld et al. 
201029 

Tachycardia Median HR �110 for 
5 min 

Reich et al. 
200230 

Hypotension Median systolic BP �70 
over 10 min 

Reich et al. 
200531 

Hypertension Median systolic BP �160 
over 5 min and 
scheduled procedure 
length �2 h  

Reich et al. 
200230 

Patients younger than 18 yr were excluded in the published outcome 
studies for tachycardia, hypotension, and hypertension. Using the 
methodology described for Hypothesis 3, fewer than 20% of the min-
utes of critical portions (table 2 and 3) were accounted for by minutes 
with the above physiologic events (P � 0.0001, mean 14.7%, SE 
0.5%). Excluding physiologic events occurring during critical portions 
(table 2) reduced the percentage to 13.8% (SE 0.4%). 
BP � blood pressure; HR � heart rate; SpO2 � oxygen satura-
tion, measured by pulse oximetry. 

Hypothesis 3. For all combinations of the 253 workdays and 
OR first cases of the day, the time from each OR entrance to 
anesthesia release was known from the anesthesia informa-
tion management system data. The probability distribution 
of the n � 5,769 times to release were not normally distrib-
uted with or without inverse squared, inverse, inverse square 
root, logarithmic, square root, or squared transformations of 
the release time durations (all Lilliefors tests P � 0.00001, 
Systat 13, SYSTAT Software, Chicago, IL). Therefore, the 
mean was taken for each day. The 253 means followed a 
normal distribution (Lilliefors test P � 0.42). The means 
had neither statistically significant Pearson auto-correlation 
from 1 day to the next (Pearson r � �0.01, P � 0.94) nor 
from 1 week to the next (r � 0.11 P � 0.08). Therefore, the 
95% two-sided CI for the mean release time was calculated 
using the Student t distribution, with the sample size being 
the 253 workdays. Similarly, the overall mean was compared 
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with the anesthesia release time of 22 min determined at 
Yale-New Haven Hospital21 using Student one group two-
sided t test. 

Fig. 1. Example of overlapping critical portions of cases. Critical portions of cases are noted by the thick red lines, and other 
portions by the thin green lines. During critical portions of cases, a supervising anesthesiologist would be expected to be 
present. A six operating room (OR) suite is staffed by two anesthesiologists, Drs. Smith and Jones. Dr. Smith is medically 
directing ORs 1 to 3 and Dr. Jones ORs 4 to 6. At time 1 (7:15), induction takes place in OR 2 and 6, staffed by the two 
anesthesiologists in their own rooms with no lapse in supervision. At time 2 (7:30), Dr. Smith has two cases to induce in OR 1 
and 3, but Dr. Jones is available and performs the simultaneous induction in OR 3, preventing a lapse in supervision. At time 
3 (8:35), Dr. Jones is helping treat a patient with hypoxemia and severe bronchospasm in OR 5, and Dr. Smith is cross-covering 
the extubation of the patient in OR 6. The patient in OR 4 has to wait for induction, as both anesthesiologists are busy. There 
has been a supervision lapse due to the occurrence of three simultaneous critical portions of cases. 

Results 

Hypothesis 1: Staffing Lapses 
The percentage of days during which there would have been 
at least one 5-min interval with too few anesthesiologists to 
supervise all critical portions of cases at varying ratios of ORs 
to anesthesiologists is shown in figure 2. Even at a ratio of 
1:2, there would have been at least one such lapse in super-
vision for 35% of days (lower 95% confidence limit � 30%). 
At a ratio of 1:3, there would be supervision lapses on 99% of 
days (lower 95% confidence limit � 96%). 

Extrapolating from figure 5b of the French simulation 
study19 with 24 ORs, a staffing ratio of 1:2, and one addi-
tional floater anesthesiologist (i.e., effective supervision ratio 
of 1:1.8), the expected incidence of supervision lapses is 
12%. We observed a 12% incidence with a supervision ratio 
of 1:1.7. 

The first hypothesis that supervision lapses would take 
place on one-third of days and that our results would be 
similar to the simulation study was confirmed. 

Hypothesis 2: Time of Day with Largest Number of 
Providers Needed 
The average peak activity (total providers needed) during 
cases occurred at the start of the workday for most days (fig. 
3, table 4, P � 0.0001). This was especially true for critical 
portions of cases (i.e., times that would influence anesthe-
siologist staffing; table 3). The second hypothesis was 
confirmed. 

Hypothesis 3: Anesthesia Release Time 
The mean number of minutes of critical portions of first-case 
starts was 22.2 min (95% CI 21.8–22.8 min, SD 2.8 min). 
This observation matched observational findings reported 
previously from Yale-New Haven Hospital21 (P � 0.29). 
Thus, the third hypothesis that the mean number of critical 
minutes for first-case starts would match the anesthesia re-
lease time measured by observers21 was confirmed. 

Effect of Providing Higher Supervision Ratios or 
Staggered First-case Starts on Supervision Lapses 
Because the three hypotheses were satisfied, as a sensitivity 
analysis, we examined the effect on supervision lapses of ei-
ther lowering the supervision ratio from 1:2 at the start of the 
day to 1:3 after first cases had begun or supervising at a 1:3 
ratio throughout the day with staggered first-case start times. 
The former strategy would be possible only if there were 
anesthesiologists with nonclinical assignments (e.g., aca-
demic institutions), whereas the latter approach could be 
instituted anywhere. When critical portions of cases occur-
ring at or before 8:00 AM and breaks were excluded, at least 
one supervision lapse would occur on 14% of days at the 1:3 
supervision ratio (95% lower confidence limit � 10%). 
However, when breaks were included, supervision lapses in-
creased to 62% of days (95% lower confidence limit � 56%; 
fig. 4). The breaks affecting the maximum supervision ratio 
were principally lunch reliefs (see fig. 2 and table 4). These 
findings indicate that at a 1:3 supervision ratio, additional 
providers (e.g., certified registered nurse anesthetists) would 
be needed to provide breaks. In contrast, if supervision were 
maintained at 1:2 throughout the day, there would be super-
vision lapses on only 0% and 2% of days, excluding and 
including breaks, respectively. Thus, additional providers 
would not be necessary at a 1:2 supervision ratio. Overall, the 
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financial benefit of decreasing the supervision ratio from 1:2 
to 1:3 is offset by the need for additional nonanesthesiologist 
providers. 

Fig. 2. Risk of supervision lapses based on number of rooms 
supervised by each anesthesiologist. A supervision lapse is 
defined as a critical portion of a case (see tables 1 and 2) 
where there are insufficient anesthesiologists available. For 
each of the 202 weekdays (excluding Thursday, when the 
operating room [OR] starts late) in the study interval, the 
minimum number of providers busy during the five previous 
1-min intervals was calculated for each minute of the case. 
The maximum of this series equals the number of ORs that 
were running simultaneously at any point in the day (typically 
24, but occasionally smaller if any OR were closed for the 
day). Similarly, the minimum number of critical portions dur-
ing consecutive overlapping 5-min intervals was determined. 
The maximum of this series equals the number of anesthe-
siologists required to supervise all critical portions of cases. 
The ratio of maximum rooms divided by maximum anesthe-
siologists was then computed for each day. The value on the 
y-axis corresponds to the cumulative probability among the 
202 days where the ratio listed on the x-axis would be ex-
ceeded for at least one interval during the day. For example, 
suppose each anesthesiologist is supervising two rooms, 
then on 35% of days, there would be at least one interval 
when a supervision lapse would occur. 

Discussion 

In this study, we confirmed results of the French simulation 
study,19 showing that even at a supervision ratio of one an-
esthesiologist for every two anesthesia providers, all simulta-
neous critical portions of cases could not be supervised on 
one-third of days without occasionally waiting for the anes-
thesiologist. We also confirmed that the largest number of 
providers is needed at the start of the day, and that is also 
when there was the highest incidence of critical portions of 
cases. The mean anesthesia release time (22 min) we mea-
sured was close to that measured at Yale-New Haven Hos-
pital.21 That time represents the average expected delay in 
starting the second case when an anesthesiologist has two 
patients who are ready for induction simultaneously and 
there is not another anesthesiologist who is available to 
cross-cover. 

Our findings and the simulation results19 are in contrast 
to the study of Wright et al.,23 which found that cases with a 
start time after 3 PM had the highest proportion of adverse 
events. We obtained different results because our focus was 
on the time of the day with the largest total number of critical 
portions among all ORs. Wright et al. 23 considered when 
each individual case had the highest risk. 

Administrators who want to reduce their anesthesia 
group’s costs24 by encouraging them to decrease their anes-
thesiologist supervision ratios need to consider the effect of 
our findings on the timeliness of first-case starts, which is 
often a major institutional focus.11,12 At a ratio of one anes-
thesiologist to three anesthesia providers, it will not be pos-
sible to start all ORs simultaneously and have sufficient an-
esthesiologists to supervise all critical portions of cases on 
most days. Either the administrators will need to accept the 
fact that the additional OR often will be delayed from its 
scheduled start time, or agree to rearrange the OR schedule 
so that first cases supervised simultaneously by each anesthe-
siologist will have staggered start times.20 The former ap-
proach can lead to discontent, because such delays are pub-
licly visible.25 The use of staggered starts has a built-in 
expectation that some ORs will start later than other ORs. 
For some organizations this may be advantageous (e.g., sur-
geons running multiple ORs or who simply prefer to start 
somewhat later than the “official” start time may embrace 
this change). Provided the ORs selected for the staggered 
start times20 are those with the most expected underutilized 
OR time, this has no economic disadvantage.12,13,26,27 

Another potential approach to the problem of supervision 
lapses during first cases of the day is for the anesthesia group 
to make additional anesthesiologists available at the start of 
the day. Then, once the ORs have been started, some of these 
individuals are released to perform other duties important to 
the department (e.g., research, informatics, and management 
and administrative duties). The importance of Hypothesis 2 
is in knowing that lunch breaks are not the bottleneck; 
rather, it is the first case starts that must be considered eco-
nomically.12,24 However, the importance of our sensitivity 
analysis is in showing that this approach then necessitates 
adding additional nonanesthesiologists for breaks, which 
may nullify the economic benefit. 

The fact that some organizations do not routinely provide 
breaks is not a limitation of our study to such practices, 
because our results of the importance of the start of the work-
day with respect to the peak incidence of staffing lapses 
would then be even stronger. Similarly, the fact that we stud-
ied a tertiary hospital with many long cases rather than an 
outpatient surgery center with short cases is not a limitation 
because, from the simulation study,19 our results would be 
even stronger for short cases. Instead, the principal limita-
tions of our study relate to the definitions of critical portions 
of anesthetics. Although we relied on process times recorded 
in an anesthesia information management system, such times 
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Fig. 3. Average daily workload by hours of the day. During each hour of the workday between 6:00 AM and 11:00 PM, the average 
numbers of staff required (providers, anesthesiologists, and break personnel) were determined. Operating rooms (green line) 
equals the number of providers, and critical portions (red line) are as defined in tables 1 and 2, indicating the number of 
supervising anesthesiologists required. Breaks (purple line) represent staff relieving providers for lunch and bathroom breaks. 
The total number of providers needed (blue line) is the sum of the other three quantities. The peak activity occurred at 7:30 AM, 
as did the number of critical portions of cases. Some operating rooms have scheduled start times of 6:30 AM and others at 7:30 
AM, based on surgical specialty; this has no bearing on the results. 

recorded by nurses in an operating room information system 
could be used equivalently, as shown by Sandberg et al.28 

During our analysis, we assumed, as did Paoletti and 
Marty,19 that any anesthesiologist can go into any OR when 
a critical portion of the case occurs and provide supervision 
equivalent to the anesthesiologist who is otherwise occupied 
and cannot be interrupted. If complex patients are involved 

or an extended discussion about management has taken 
place, such substitution may provide suboptimal patient 
care. To the extent that all anesthesiologists are not equiv-
alent and thus not able to supervise every critical portion 
of cases (e.g., a patient to receive a regional block that the 
available anesthesiologist does not feel qualified to per-
form), the percentage of days with a lapse in supervision 

Table 4. Percentages of n � 202 Days for which the Time of Day Had the Largest Total Number of Providers and/or 
Critical Portions for Any Minute of the Day 

Time of Day First Case* Morning† Lunch‡ Afternoon§ 

% Days with ties assigned to the 
earliest minute of day with the 
maximum total number of 
providers for the day 

78% (n � 157) P � 0.0001 
95% CI �73% 

11% (n � 23) 10% (n � 20) 1% (n � 2) 

% Days with ties assigned to the 
latest minute of day with the 
maximum total number of 
providers for the day 

69% (n � 140) P � 0.0001 
95% CI �64% 

11% (n � 23) 18% (n � 36) 1% (n � 3) 

% Days with ties assigned to the 
earliest minute of day with the 
maximum critical portions for 
the day 

99% (n � 199) P � 0.0001 
95% CI �96% 

0% (n � 1) 1% (n � 2) 0% (n � 0) 

% Days with ties assigned to the 
latest minute of day with the 
maximum critical portions for 
the day 

96% (n � 193) P � 0.0001 
95% CI �93% 

2% (n � 5) 2% (n � 4) 0% (n � 0) 

The P value tests whether the proportion is greater than half. 
* First case � in the operating room after 6:30 AM through 8:00 PM. † Morning � in the operating room after 8:00 AM through 10:55 AM. 
‡ Lunch � in the operating room after 10:55 AM through 1:30 PM. § Afternoon � in the operating room after 1:30 PM. 
CI � confidence interval. 
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with a 1:2 supervision ratio would be even larger than the 
observed 35%. 

There are aspects of our analysis related to our definitions 
of critical portions of cases (tables 1 and 2) that could result 
in some readers viewing our conclusions as too conservative. 
Several of our colleagues offered feedback that they do not 
think that it is necessary for the supervising anesthesiologist 
to be physically present for induction or emergence in 
straightforward cases with experienced certified registered 
nurse anesthetists, as long as they are immediately available. 
The extent to which anesthesiologist presence is required 
during and soon after the anesthesia release time varies highly 
among countries because of varying regulatory requirements 
and within countries among institutions (e.g., depending on 
local requirements for participation in the preoperative brief-
ing). Because the intraoperative briefing including the sur-
geon and all anesthesia providers reduces mortality,18 likely 
its inclusion will be increasingly prevalent. 

In summary, we showed that the start of the OR day is the 
period of time when the anesthesiologist supervision require-
ment is greatest. Even with lunch breaks included, this result 
is so robust that changes in the anesthesiologist supervision 
ratio can be described to administrators simply in terms of 

the effect on first-case starts. This finding is useful because 
the psychology of first-case starts is already understood (e.g., 
how they are interpreted economically).11 Decreasing the 
supervision ratio by anesthesiologists from 1:2 to 1:3 will 
have a great effect on the timeliness of the start of the first 
cases of the day due to the high incidence of simultaneous 
critical portions of cases peaking at that time. As the econom-
ics of first-case starts are also fully developed, the decision to 
stagger first- case starts appropriately11–13,26,27 versus having 
more anesthesiologists can be modeled for each facil-
ity.11,12,24 Unless one of these options is chosen, the conse-
quence will be a marked increase in the incidence of super-
vision lapses. 

Fig. 4. Risk of supervision lapses excluding critical portions 
of cases on or before 8 AM. This graph was constructed as 
described in the legend for figure 2, with the exception that 
critical portions of cases occurring on or before 8 AM were 
excluded. Excluding supervision lapses during first-case 
starts represents a strategy of either staggering the start 
times of first cases or providing additional anesthesiologists 
at the start of the day. The blue circles and regression line 
represent the cumulative percentage of days with at least one 
supervision lapse when lunch reliefs and breaks after 8 AM 

were excluded. The red squares and regression line represent 
the cumulative percentage of days with at least one super-
vision lapse when lunch reliefs and breaks after 8 AM were 
included. The large increase in staffing lapses at a supervi-
sion ratio of 1:3 (13.9%–61.9%) indicates that additional staff 
would need to be present if lunch relief is to be provided. At 
a supervision ratio of 1:2, minimal additional staff would be 
needed, because the increase in days with staffing lapses is 
small (0% to 2%). Thus, the potential financial benefit of 
reducing the anesthesiologist staffing ratio will be offset by 
the need to provide additional providers for lunch relief. 
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